Lake Campus Fire Pit Resolution
Sponsor: Eric Summerlin, Chair of Elections

Observing that students use the fire pits as a means of relaxing and staying warm around Lake Campus, currently there no pits at lake campus,

Understanding students are prone to produce their own fire pits, if none are present,

Noting this would decrease the chance of fire hazards and increase the happiness of Lake Campus users,

Be it resolved that Student Assembly approves the purchase of six fire pits from Physical Plant for $700. The pits will be installed at no installation cost at the Lake Campus in order to provide safety for all students and reduce fire hazards.

Note: The new pits will go in the same location as the previous pits.

Note: The pits will be made out of 30” steel pipe cut in 18” lengths that is what is referred to as schedule 40 pipe. This is a heavy grade steel pipe that will handle fire temperatures and outdoor exposure much better than the previous manufactured versions.